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During the serious competition of global companies since 1990s, the intangible intellectual property 
was considered importantly rather than the visible production of property in economic activity. In these 
days, intellectual property is recognized as the source to create high value as well as the mean for protec-
tion technology in worldwide. In particular, the use and obtainment of intellectual property is very im-
portant because Korea thinks human resource signicantly as great asset like other countries.
Developed countries like US and Japan are positioned intellectual property strategy as a key policy 
for realizing the economic development through constructing institutional capital and human capital. 
However, in the case of Korea, issues such as patent technology transfer and patent litigation has been 
considered as a specialized area of legal experts. Additionally, the level of protection of intellectual prop-
erty was low as much as the policy about intellectual property was being monitored by the United States. 
Recently, the government began to discuss about the national strategy and basic policy plan of intellectu-
al property and as a patent litigation from foreign companies were sued.
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